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Cube 5.0 Beta Testing  
 
 
Comments: 
 

1. When in Layout view, the menu for adding mapping elements like north 
arrow etc are not very obvious. They should have their own menu “Map 
Elements” and available as context menu options, and also as a layout 
tool bar. Map Elements are under “Datasets” Menu.  This is not very 
obvious.  This has not been addressed. 

 
2. When new shape files are added to the table of contents (TOC), right 

clicking and selecting remove from the context menu doesn’t seem to 
work in the layout view, it works ok in the map view.  The remove menu 
is now added but there seems to be other new issues.  If there are 
multiple frames, they are not listed in the TOC when user is in Map 
View.  There seems to be no way of switching between frames in Map 
view.  User has to go to Layout view and switch frames and come 
back to Map view.  Also there is no context menu for activating a 
particular frame by right clicking; only way seems to be selecting the 
right cursor first and then clicking on the frame box on the layout 
view.  This is not user friendly and unexpected behavior compared to 
ArcGIS Desktop. 

 
3. The most used tool button in the GIS/modeling community is the Add Data 

, this should be present in the GIS toolbar for adding 
shapefile/Geodatabase feature classes.  Not addressed yet. 

 
4. Renaming layers and group layers should be possible by slow double 

clicking and also by selecting “rename” on the context menu, now it is only 
possible by selecting properties dialog box. Not addressed yet. 

 
5. The context menus for group layers can have “Add Data” in it but not the 

individual feature classes; it doesn’t make any sense since you are not 
adding new shapefile/Geodatabase feature class to that layer.  Not 
addressed yet. 

6. Also in the layer/group layer context menus, the properties menu item 
should be listed at the end, just common convention in ArcMap and 
people expect to find the properties menu in the end. Not addressed yet. 

 
7. The right click context sensitive menu should not be active for symbology 

items in each layer.  Not addressed yet. 
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8. The refresh icon in the GIS toolbar looks pixilated. Not addressed yet. 

  
 
9. The key board shortcut for manipulating simple graphic elements in the 

layout view is not implemented, example, why can’t I copy paste a simple 
polygon using ctrl+c & ctrl+v? Not addressed yet. 

 
10. When I draw a graphic using on the map or layout view, my cursor should 

revert back to normal cursor.  This is the normal behavior in MS-Word, 
ArcMap etc, so users tend to anticipate it.  Not addressed yet. 

 
 
11. No context sensitive menu for graphic elements on the map and layout 

views. Not addressed yet. 
 
12. Cube should use ESRI’s attribute table reader, and table editor features 

that are available rather than Cube’s native format for DBFs. Not 
addressed yet. 

 
13. Would be very good to have a small “Open Attribute Table” icon on the 

GIS Tool Bar, since that is one action most users would perform routinely. 
Not addressed yet. 

 
14. Can’t do calculate values and Join Table to data – two MOST 

IMPORTANT analysis techniques that ArcGIS user would use. Not 
addressed yet. 

 
15. In the editor toolbar, the size of the “layers” name box is too small to read 

layers that have long names. Or it should be able to show the layer names 
in tooltip if the layer name doesn’t fit into the box.  Renaming layer 
doesn’t change the Layer names on the editor “Layer Name” 
ComboBox  
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16. TPP2UB program does not appear to work in 5.0, software crashes to 

desktop.  This was working in the previous 4.1.2 version. Not addressed 
yet. 

 
17. Include VIPER function - Post multi-bandwidth and give value range 

recommendation based on highest value that is currently available in 
VIPER. OK but still needs to give value range recommendation. 

 
18. If file paths are too long (tested with 9 subfolders), Network building model 

programs will not function correctly.   Program crashes out, and displays 
the message – referring to ‘memory’ problem. Probably a windows OS 
problem, please clarify. 

 
19. Labeling (posting) the attributes in ArcGIS is relatively slower (compare to 

VIPER) to display. Looks slow. 
 

20. Able to turn on ‘Map Tips’ feature based on the primary field selection 
under layer properties. Not addressed yet. 

 
21. During editing, Tasks = Select Feature, then cursor must change over to 

the properties of ‘Select Features’ button available through ArcGIS 
interface. Not addressed yet. 
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Concern - use of Geodatabase for existing FSUTMS models – 
 

1. During Geodatabase NETWORK import, message says “TIME and 
COUNT are SQL reserved words.  This will require adjusting our naming 
conventions for counts.”  What happens to other SQL reserved words – 
such as ZONE, TIME and PATHLOAD?  Changing the names of these 
SQL reserved words may require us to modify existing models (user 
written) scripts!!!    

 
 
Missing (MAJOR) required functionalities: 
 

1. Able to build model network using GIS files such as shapefiles and feature 
class without the use of VIPER. Not addressed yet. 

 
2. Transit data – capable to import, view and edit in the Geodatabase format. 

Not addressed yet. 
 
3. Able to display desire lines and node/point charts generated by the model 

outputs using the Geodatabase.  Not addressed yet. 
 
4. Able to use MATRIX data seamlessly which could be stored in 

Geodatabase? Not addressed yet. 
 
 
 


